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Air Travel Configuration Card 
Personal Information Form 
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1 Introduction 

The following instructions and questions are intended to help you 
gather sufficient information for the development of a personalized 
Air Travel Configuration Card for your mobility device. It is 
recommended to consult the sample Air Travel Configuration Card 
for reference when answering each question in order to better 
understand the type of content required. 

A few things to keep in mind: 

1. The purpose of this card is to instruct air carrier staff in the 
safe and proper handling of your mobility device. 

2. Air carrier staff may or may not know how to properly 
handle a mobility device. Hopefully you will be there to 
explain in person how to prepare your mobility device for 
air travel and how to prepare it for use after the flight. 
However, clear and simple instructions and images are 
essential for ensuring successful communication and 
proper care of your mobility device. 

3. Air carrier staff have limited time to read and prepare your 
mobility device for both air travel configuration and driving 
configuration. Instructions should be to the point; images 
should be clear and understandable. 

Attach to your mobility device 

A hard, laminated copy of the Air Travel Configuration Card must 
be noticeably attached to your mobility device at all times during 
air travel. 

Filling out this form 

This form may be filled out electronically using the Adobe Acrobat 
Reader: Edit PDF app. Please click or tap each light blue entry 
box to start typing. When finished, please save the document. 

Where to send 

Please send this filled-out document with the required 
photographs to mail@beneficialdesigns.com. 

You may also text message or WhatsApp the photographs 
to the following number: 775 790 2007.  

mailto:mail@beneficialdesigns.com
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2 Personal Information 
2.1 Today’s date 

2.2 User full name 

2.3 User mobile phone number 

2.4 User email address 

3 Mobility Device General Information 
3.1 Manufacturer name 

3.2 Model number 

3.3 Serial number 

4 Mobility Device Weight 
4.1 What is the weight your mobility device including the 

batteries? 

Consult your user manual if needed. 

pounds (lb) 

4.2 What is the weight of any accessories that have been 
added to your mobility device? 

pounds (lb) 
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5 Mobility Device Batteries 
5.1 How many batteries does your mobility device have? 

 

5.2 Describe the location of the batteries and 
battery access. 

 
 
 

5.3 What kind of battery does your chair have? 

 Lead-acid 

 Nickel metal hydride 

 Lithium-ion / Li-ion 

 Other 

5.4 For safety reasons, your mobility device must always 
have a non-spillable battery on it. 

Confirm that you have a non-spillable battery. 

 Confirmed 

5.5 Does your chair have a removable lithium-ion (Li-ion) 
battery? 

If yes, the battery must be removed and stored in the 
cabin of the aircraft. 

 Yes 

 No 

5.6 Some airlines have battery size limitations. 

What is the Watt-hour rating of each removable 
lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery? 
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6 Preparation for Air Travel Configuration 
Step 1 
Reduce the height of the mobility device if it is above 33 inches. 

Rationale: 

When positioned in the air travel configuration, your mobility 
device should be able to sit upright on all tires if possible. The 
highest dimension of any part of your mobility device must be 
reduced to 33 inches or lower in order to safely pass through 
smaller cargo doors. 

 
Reduction of your mobility device height may be achieved by 
adjusting or removing components. 

6.1 Indicate how to reduce the height of your 
mobility device. 

This might include tilting or reclining the seating, 
or removing or folding the back support. 

 
 
 

6.2 Are you willing to have your mobility device laid on 
its side to fit into the cargo hold of an aircraft if 
necessary? 

A no answer might mean that you will not be able to take 
a flight on that particular aircraft because of the baggage 
door height. 

 Yes 

 No 
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Step 2 
Remove components that could be lost or damaged. 

Rationale: 

Other components that could be lost or damaged during air 
travel should be removed and stowed inside the aircraft cabin. 
These removable components will not be counted as carry-on 
baggage. There is insufficient time to require the use of tools 
during the boarding and deplaning process. In addition, your 
tools may get lost, causing further delays and problems. Put all 
of the removable components into a travel bag for storage in 
the aircraft. 

6.3 List the components that can be removed from 
your chair without the use of tools. 

In all cases, remove the seat cushion and other 
removable components such as the back support, 
leg, arm, and head supports. 

 

6.4 The most commonly damaged component is the 
joystick assembly. 

Indicate how the joystick assembly can removed 
or protected. 
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Step 3 
Turn off the power if the joystick is still attached to the mobility 
device. Disconnect the battery power if there is a switch or 
means to do so. 

6.5 Does your mobility device have a battery isolation 
switch? 

This is different than your on/off switch on the controller. 

 Yes 

 No 

6.6 Describe the location where the battery power can 
be switched off or disconnected. 

 

6.7 Explain how the battery power can be switched off or 
disconnected. If a switch is provided, describe which 
direction to move the switch to disconnect the 
battery. 
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Step 4 
Disengage the drive system to enable the mobility device to be 
manually pushed. 

6.8 Describe the location(s) of the drive disengagement 
system on the mobility device. 

 

6.9 Indicate how the drive system can be operated and 
disengaged to manually push the mobility device. 

 

6.10 Add any additional steps necessary for preparing the 
mobility device for air travel configuration. 
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7 Air Travel Configuration Dimensions 
7.1 What is the maximum overall stowage height of the 

mobility device in its air travel configuration from the 
ground floor? 

inches 

7.2 What is the maximum overall stowage length of the 
mobility device in its air travel configuration? 

inches 

7.3 What is the maximum overall stowage width of the 
mobility device in its air travel configuration? 

inches 

 
8 Driving Configuration Dimensions 
 Return the mobility device to its normal driving configuration. 

8.1 What is the maximum overall height of the mobility 
device in its driving configuration from the ground 
floor? 

inches 

8.2 What is the maximum overall length of the mobility 
device in its driving configuration? 

inches 

8.3 What is the maximum overall width of the mobility 
device in its driving configuration? 

inches 

 

9 Mobility Device Lifting 
9.1 Describe the locations of the manual lifting points on 

your mobility device. 
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10 Mobility Device Securement 
10.1 Does your mobility device have the 

WC19 symbol on it? 
If the mobility device has the following symbol, it is WC19-compliant: 

Yes 

No 

10.2 Does your mobility device have the 
WC19 hook symbol on it? 
The WC19 hook symbol will look like the following symbol: 

Yes 

No 

10.3 Does your chair have securement slings or will cargo 
straps need to be used to secure the mobility device? 

10.4 Describe the locations of the securement points. 
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11 Personalization 
11.1 Do you have a preferred color for the headings in 

your Air Travel Configuration Card? 

 

11.2 Provide any other important information. 
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12 Photographs Needed 

Front Side 
The following photographs will be displayed on the front side of 
your Air Travel Configuration Card. A side view is recommended 
for both images. 

1. Side view of the mobility device in the air travel 
configuration – Side View 

2. Mobility device in the normal driving configuration – Side 
View 

Back Side 
The following photographs will be displayed on the back side of 
your Air Travel Configuration Card: 

1. Front view of the mobility device 
2. Back view of the mobility device 

Supplementary Images 
To create your Air Travel Configuration Card, please take close-up 
photos to show us the location of the following items on your 
mobility device: 

1. Battery access location 
2. Battery power disconnect or switch location 
3. Drive disengagement lever or knob location 
4. Manual lifting point locations 
5. Securement point locations 
6. Each removable component 
7. Each adjustable component that needs to fold or move in 

position to prepare the mobility device for air travel  
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13 Photograph Guidelines 

Please follow these guidelines when taking photographs: 

1. Position the mobility device in front of a solid background 
that is lighter in value than the mobility device. 

2. For the side view photographs showing the air travel and 
driving configurations, try to shoot level and horizontally at 
the mobility device rather than looking down at the device.  
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14 Submission 

Please send this filled-out document with the required 
photographs to mail@beneficialdesigns.com. 

You may also text message or WhatsApp the photographs 
to the following number: 775 790 2007. 

You may also click on the button below to automatically generate 
an email to mail@beneficialdesigns.com, along with your 
completed form attached. 

mailto:mail@beneficialdesigns.com
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